University Of Kashmir

**Notice**

It is notified for information of the candidates of **BCA II Year**, Session January-2011, that the re-examination of the paper "Computer Organization and Architecture (BCA-02)" will be held on Wednesday, 02-02-2011.

Candidates who are not interested to appear in the re-examination of the said paper shall submit an application through the concerned College Principals/Centre Superintendents for the purpose.

The venue and time of the examination shall remain unchanged.

No: F (Re-Exam BCA II Yr) KU/11  
Dated: 27-01-2011  
(Inam-ur-Rauf Malik)  
Asstt. Controller of Examinations

Copy to:-
1. Principals of all the concerned colleges;  
2. Director, IT & SS;  
3. Deputy Controller of Examinations;  
4. Asstt. Registrar (Public Relations/Registration);  
5. Asstt. Controller (Examination Stationery/Secrecy/Transit/Tabulation/Automation);  
6. P.A. (V.C./Registrar/C.E.) for information;  
7. File.
Ref:- Letter No. GS/PS(G)KU/20103118 dated 8-9-2010 from Sh. R.K Goyal, Principal Secretary to Governor, J&K, addressed to the Vice Chancellor.

On the representation submitted by Prof. Masood Ul Hassan, F/O Wasima Masood, BDS Final year the Vice Chancellor ordered appointment of an observer who was appointed earlier also to oversee the conduct of practical examination of BDS Final year (backlog/failure) candidates. Accordingly Dr. Imtiyaz Ali, Head of Community Medicine and Medical Supdt. OBG, SKIMS, Soura was appointed as an observer who had functioned as an observer in the year 2009 for BDS Pre-Final examination candidates.

The Principal, Govt Dental College, Srinagar was informed to communicate the dates of the conduct of the practical examination to the said observer viz; Dr. Imtiyaz Ali well in advance.

However, Dr. Imtiyaz Ali conveyed his willingness to accept the said assignment. He communicated it to us through an open letter dated 25-09-2010, which as delivered in the Office of the Controller of Examinations by the mother of the candidate herself.

The matter was therefore reported to the Vice Chancellor. The Vice Chancellor ordered that:-

nê ... another Observer, an impartial expert in the field, may be nominated to oversee the conduct of Practical examination of the aggrieved candidate. The matter may be treated urgent/confidential.ô

The orders of the Vice Chancellor are being followed and an impartial observer shall be appointed at an earliest who shall be confidentially communicated to oversee the process of conduct of Practical examination of BDS candidates. Meanwhile, the Principal of the College has been informed to stop the process of conduct of Practical examination till further notification from the Office of the CE.

In regard to appointment of an observer for theory components as well, it is to submit that the examination having been since concluded as per the date sheets notified in this behalf. Therefore no further action in this segment is required at this stage.

Meanwhile the principal of the College vide letter dated 5-10-2010 received through FAX, copy placed on the file together with a copy of representation made by the College faculty states that-

nê .the above mentioned candidate had made several representations to his Excellency Governor of J&K State & Vice Chancellor, University of Kashmir regarding deliberate failing in the exam which stands relied to University of Kashmir as well as His Excellency Governor of J&K State in which besides other, documented poor performance of the candidate was conveyed. Such practice of appointing observer on the behest of a candidate is viewed seriously as a tactics to pressurize the examiner for early pass. This act of doubting the integrity of Senior Faculty Members shall also result in indiscipline in the College and create a wrong precedence for future exams as wellô